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1 Introduction
The document describes possibilities and ways of usage of the Wireless MBUS RFAN 3.x Radio Network
Analyzer Software Tool which is intended for use in operation and maintenance of the Wireless M-BUS
Radio Network.

2 Installation and Operation of the Analyzer
Wireless MBUS RFAN 3.x Radio Network Analyzer Software Tool (hereinafter referred to as “WMBRFAN”) is written in Java environment and can be installed to the PC with any operation system
supporting Java Virtual Machine (Windows, Linux). For the communication between the software and the
Wireless M-BUS radio devices there is necessary to use an external communication gateway that
receives the messages from the Wireless M-BUS radio network and transfer the messages to the WMBRFAN software. The gateway can be connected to the computer with installed WMB-RFAN application
directly via relevant computer communications port or indirectly via IP network. The direct connection
goes through Wireless M-BUS USB GateWay (with using of the computer’s USB port) or Wireless M-BUS
Ethernet GateWay (via computer’s Ethernet port). The indirect connection with using of Ethernet/IP
network goes through the Wireless M-BUS Ethernet GateWay or Wireless M-BUS GSM GateWay. The
indirect connection means literally that the gateway is not connected to the computer via cable but to a
remote port of Ethernet/IP network (practically anywhere in the world) provided that IP connection exists
between the remote port and the computer running WMB-RFAN.

2.1

Wireless M-BUS Communications Gateways

RF network analyzer WMB-RFAN is a software tool that enables analyzing the radio network traffic on the
basis of processing of received radio messages from the radio network. The radio messages from the
radio network come to the analyzer via Wireless M-BUS communications Gateway. The gateway is a
necessary mediator between the radio network and the software. WMB-RFAN Analyzer is possible to use
along with the following types of Wireless M-BUS communications gateways:
WB868-RFU-H WMBUS USB GateWay, 868 MHz - mediation of the information exchange between the
central application (e.g. analyzer) and the elements of Wireless M-BUS radio network working in 868 MHz
radio band via serial line, emulated on USB port of a computer that the application runs on.
WB868-RFE-R WMBUS Ethernet GateWay, 868 MHz - mediation of the information exchange between
the central application (e.g. analyzer) and the elements in Wireless M-BUS radio network working in 868
MHz radio band via intervening IP network. The module receives packets from Wireless M-BUS radio
network, checks its correctness and packets them in IP/UDP frames and sends them on preset IP
address and preset application port.
WB169-RFE-R WMBUS Ethernet GateWay, 169 MHz - is the version of Ethernet gateway working in
169 MHz radio band.
WB868-RFG-R WMBUS GSM GateWay, 868 MHz - mediation of the information exchange between a
central application (e.g. analyzer) and the elements in Wireless M-BUS radio network working in 868 MHz
radio band via GSM/GPRS communication. This modules functionality is similar to the Wireless M-BUS
Ethernet Gateway, except for the radio modem GSM/GPRS that enables the communication via GPRS
protocol in GSM mobile network.
WB169-RFG-R WMBUS USB GateWay, 169 MHz - is the version of GSM gateway working in 169 MHz
radio band.
WB868-RFW-R WMBUS WiFi GateWay, 868 MHz - mediation of the information exchange between a
central application (e.g. analyzer) and the elements in Wireless M-BUS radio network working in 868 MHz
radio band via IP communication network with WiFi radio local loop. This modules functionality is similar
to the Wireless M-BUS Ethernet Gateway, except for the WiFi radio modem that enables the local access
to the IP network through the local wireless WiFi network.
WB169-RFW-R WMBUS WiFi GateWay, 169 MHz - is the version of WiFi gateway working in 169 MHz
radio band.
All the communications gateways are hardware elements that are not part of the analyzer but that are
necessary to get if you want to use this Radio Network Analyzer. The instructions for connecting the
gateways to the analyzer see in chapter 2 in this document.
In the following paragraphs there is described the PC installation process and connecting of gateways to
the analyzer software.
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Analyzer Software Installation

2.2

Software WMB-RFAN consists of several folders and takes approximately 1500 KB of the disk drive
space. Copy the files to any chosen directory:

Figure 1 Analyzer files saved in „Program Files (x86)/ WMBUS/WMBRFAN/” directory

Find out if you have Java Runtime Environments (JRE), SUN Microsystems, Inc. installed in your
computer in latest version, in case of need, please, install/ update your Java for free from
http://www.java.com/en/download/index.jsp.
Create a shortcut (for example on your desktop) to launch the file in JVM environment:





right-click the item on the desktop and choose menu New/Folder;
open „Create shortcut“ and find its location (click on „Browse“ and choose „Desktop“) and type a
name for the shortcut (for example „WMB-RFAN“). The shortcut WMB-RFAN has been created;
right-click the shortcut and choose „Properties“;
in folder „Shortcut“ fill in the field „Target“ this way:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre6\bin\javaw.exe" -jar "C:\Program Files (x86)\WMBUS\WMBRFAN\wmban3.jar"

launch file JRE location


launch file WMB-RFAN location

in folder „Shortcut“ fill in the field „Start in“ this way:
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre6\bin"



in folder „Shortcut“ click on „Change Icon“ button and set up the path to the originally given icon
mbus64.ico by „Browse“ button (Program Files (x86)/WMBUS/WMBRFAN/mbus64.ico).

Click on the created icon and open the main menu in WMB-RFAN program.

Figure 2 Wireless M-BUS RFAN 3.x analyzer main menu
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In case there appears „Missing jSerial library“ notification while launching the program, install the software
Java Virtual Machine for the serial port support from the installation file „SetupJSerial.msi“. In case the
„Missing jSerial library“ notification appears despite the successful „SetupJSerial.msi“ file installation, then
the operation system requires 32bit Java JRE version(http://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp#win).

WB868-RFU - Wireless M-BUS USB GateWay Connection

2.3

Connect the WB868-RFU module (Wireless M-BUS USB GateWay, 868 MHz) to the USB port of a
computer. The module is power supplied by the USB port, so immediately after connecting it to the
computer the module switches on and activates 3 virtual serial ports (data transmission, configuration and
firmware upgrade). The device will appear in the Control Panel/Device Manager table in „Other
Devices“ section. The serial ports will appear in the „Ports (COM & LPT)“ - see Figure 3 b):

Figure 3 a) Non-functioning gateway (driver missing)

b) Functioning gateway in „Device Manager“ tab

If the serial ports are not installed in the computer, the serial ports will show as non-functioning in the
table (see Figure 3 a). It is necessary to install the relevant driver into the computer. Extract the serial port
driver „ugw3.inf“ from the delivered file. Copy the file (or unwrap from „ugw3.zip“) into any directory and
install the driver in operating system Windows 7 and 8 according to the following instructions:











Leave the module WB868-RFU connected to the computer and the window „Device Manager“
opened;
Right-click on the second item („Wireless GateWay“) and choose „Update driver software“ in the
context menu;
Click on „Find driver in this computer“ in the next window;
Click on „Find driver in this location“ in the next window;
Click on „Browse“ and mark the item (directory) with the installation folder „ugw3.inf“, then choose
„Next“;
Driver will install in the computer. During the installation the Windows system informs you that
„Windows can’t verify the publisher of this driver software“ so you choose „Install this driver
software anyway“ and enable the successful driver installation (*);
After the successful installation (system Windows notifies „The driver software updates were
successfully installed“) and the particular port will move to the folder „Ports (COM & LPT)“ and
appears as „RFU Gateway serial port“;
Install the second serial port in the same way (second item of the „Wireless GateWay“ in the
folder „Other Devices“ in Device Manager table). You can use the second serial port (successful
driver installation appears as „RFU Monitor serial port“) alternatively for the gateway configuration
in „Hyperterminal“ mode. Leave the „DFU runtime interface“ item as is (without a driver) – this
port is used only to upgrade the device firmware.

After successful drivers installation you can see both serial ports as it is shown at the Figure 3 b).
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(*) While installing the drivers in the computer with OS Windows 8, a problem can occur with the driver
installation that doesn’t have a digital signature („unsigned driver“). In this case follow these instructions:
 By pushing the keys „Windows + R“ open the window „Run“;
 Into the editable field „Open“ write the restart command: shutdown.exe /r /o /f /t 00;
 „Choose an option“ window will pop-up and there you choose „Troubleshoot“;
 In „Troubleshoot“ window choose „Advanced options“;
 In „Advanced options“ window choose „Windows Startup Settings“ and run „Restart“
 After the restart, the system opens a window „Advanced Boot Options“ – choose option „Disable
Driver Signature Enforcement“;
 After launching the system, install the driver according the above mentioned instructions.
Earlier OS Windows versions (Vista, Windows XP and older ones) do not support sufficiently the
installation of multiple virtual serial ports onto one physical USB port, that is why the WMB-RFAN
analyzer cannot be used on the computers operating on such systems.
For the OS Linux there is no need to install the support drivers for serial ports as the operation system
Linux automatically matches its own generic drivers (that are parts of the Linux system) with the serial
ports.
If the serial ports are functioning, start up the analyzer and pick up from the analyzer Config/Port menu
offered „RFU Gateway serial port“, marked by the operation system for example as „COM21“ (see Figure
4). Click on this serial port. In the lower-left corner of the main analyzer screen a flushing symbol of
disconnected circuit (---x---) would change into the symbol of the connected circuit (------- COM21).
If there are more serial ports in the Config/Port menu and you don’t know which one is the „RFU
Gateway serial port“, find it out via „Device Manager“ or try to connect them one-by-one until there
appears the symbol of “connected circuit” in the lower-left corner.

Figure 4 Choice of the serial port for the USB gateway connection

If you see only „UDP/IP“ item in the Config/Port table (without serial ports COM) it means that you need
to install the support drivers for serial ports for JVM from the delivered installation file „SetupJSerial.msi“.
The analyzer is ready to operate if the USB port connection is signaled by the symbol of the connected
circuit light (------- COM) in the lower-left corner.

WB868-RFE/RFG/RFW GateWay Connection

2.4

Any kind of IP-protocol based GateWay (WB868-RFE/RFG/RFW) can also be used for the radio packets
transmission into the analyzer, if installed on the local or remote IP network. From the IP network point of
view such GateWay is installed and configured the same way as any computer: it must have an individual
IP address assigned according to the standard IP addressing rules, alternatively it can have a name
assigned in DNS. It is possible to connect the IP-protocol based GateWay to the analyzer only in case if
IP connectivity between the WMB-RFAN computer and the GateWay exists.
Connect the WM868-RFE/RFG/RFW GateWay to the WMB-RFAN according to the following instructions:





In Config/Port analyzer menu choose the item „UDP/IP“;
In the popped-up window enter the IP address of the gateway (in standard format – e.g.
172.16.16.1) or its network name (see Figure 5 a);
If the gateway connects to the analyzer, there will appear the symbol of the connected circuit light
with the gateway’s IP-address or network name in the lower-left corner (see Figure 5 b);
Place the cursor above the gateway name and it will show the information about the device name
and the current frequency channel settings of the gateway.
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Figure 5 a) WM868-RFE connection to the analyzer b) WM868-RFE connection signaling

„UDP dst port“ field is pre-set on a commonly used UDP port number which is set by the manufacturer on
every Wireless M-BUS Ethernet GateWay. It is possible to change the port number in the gateway
configuration. If you change the port number, you also have to change the port number in the analyzer
configuration so the numbers would be identical.

3 Basic WMB-RFAN Configuration
The basic analyzer configuration is carried out from the main (upper) menu „Config“. The menu contains
these options:
 Port
- setup connection to the communication gateway (see chapter 2)
 WMBUS Mode - quick switch of the communication gateway into a chosen communication mode
 RF Channel
- quick switch of the communications gateway into a chosen frequency channel
 Decoding
- enable/disable decoding of headers and contents of the received messages
 Look and Feel - analyzer screen design setting (colors, fonts)

3.1

Quick Mode and Channel Switching

The traffic can be analyzed only on that communication mode and frequency channel to which the
communications GateWay is tuned on. Communication mode and channel of the GateWay can be set-up
locally in the process of the GateWay configuration. If the connected gateway supports the remote mode
and channel switching, there is a possibility to change the mode and channel remotely by using of the
Config/MBUS Mode and Config/RF Channel tools of the analyzer.

Figure 6 Quick choice of the communication mode and frequency channel of the GateWay

To verify the mode or frequency channel settings check the mark „ ♦ “ in the Config/WMBUS Mode and
Config/RF Channel menu. The symbol marks the current selection.

3.2

Enabling and Disabling Message Decoding

The communication in the Wireless M-BUS radio network is going on the standard messages of the
Wireless M-BUS communications protocol. The Wireless M-BUS protocol has following structure of the
messages:

Figure 7 The Wireless M-BUS message structure
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The analyzer displays the received messages from the Wireless M-BUS radio network in form of
individual records. These records contain information describing the message receiving circumstances
(receiving time, strength of radio signal…) as well as the recorded messages themselves (received Bytes
in hexadecimal format). If “message decoding” function is enabled, WMB-RFAN decodes the received
Bytes of each message and display the values of the message header in „user-friendly“ shape. This
function is switched on by choosing of „Wireless MBUS“ option in the “Config” menu (see Figure 8).

Figure 8 Enable the message decoding

In the upper “Packets” table there appear the decoded data from WMBUS Header and Fixed M-BUS
Header (or Short M-BUS Header) of the messages. In the lower “Variables” table there appear the
decoded data of the Variable Data Blocks of that individual message, which is selected in the upper table.
In the individual rows of the “Variables” table there are decrypted data of the individual variables of the
message. The meaning of particular fields of both tables is described in chapter 4.

Figure 9 Decoded message displaying when enabled decoding (option „Wireless M-BUS“)

If the “message decoding” function have been disabled (by choosing of „None“ option in the “Config”
menu), the whole message body (including headers) is presented in the original hexadecimal form in the
„Data“ field (see Figure 10).

Figure 10

3.3

Displaying the messages when disabled decoding (option „None“)

RF Analyzer Screen Design Settings

Config/Look&Feel option will help to change the look of the analyzer screen with one of the pre-set
designs that show up in the menu.
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The designs are based on templates of the operation system. The application detects and offers
automatically the options provided by the operation system of the computer in which the WMB-RFAN is
installed.

Figure 11

RF Analyzer screen design settings

4 Radio-Message Field Description
Detailed information contained in received Wireless M-BUS packet can be displayed in the “Packet” mode
(see chapter 5) provided that the “message decoding” function is enabled (see paragraph 3.2).

4.1

“Packet” table description

Wireless M-BUS message structure is described at the Figure 7. In the “Packet” table there are displayed
decoded information from the “Wireless M-BUS Header” and “Fixed M-BUS Header” (or reduced “Short
M-BUS Header” if used).
The “Wireless M-BUS Header” contains following information which are displayed in the appropriate
columns of the “Packets” table:
Name

Description

Field of the „Packets“ Table

Length (L)

Number of bytes excluding the length field and all CRCs.

Length

Type (C)

Packet type.

C field

Manufacturer ID (M)

ID of the manufacturer, according to DLMS.

Address (A)

ID of the meter device

Version (V)

Version

Ver.

Type of medium (T)

Medium

Type

Application Type (Cl)

Type field of the application layer (Application Layer).

ID
Man.

Cl

The “Fixed M-BUS Header” contains following information which are displayed in the appropriate
columns of the “Packets” table:
Name

Description

Field of the „Packets“ Table
Hdr. ID

Ident. Number

ID of the meter device

Manufacturer

ID of the manufacturer, according to DLMS.

Version (V)

Version

Hdr. Ver.

Medium (T)

Medium

Hdr. Type

Access No.

Message order number

Status

Device error status

Signature

Encryption type and parameter

Hdr. Man.

Access #
Status
Signature, Encrypted

If the W-MBUS device uses messages with the “Short Data Header” in the data content, then the
message contains only last three fields from the Fixed M-BUS Header (Access No, Status and
Signature). In that case the appropriate fields of the analyzer are empty.
The analyzer displays in the appropriate columns of the table also some additional information about
each caught message:
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„Index“ - message order number in the “Packets” table
„Time [s]“ - relative time of catching the message from the time of the analyzer’s start-up or
from the analyzer’s reset by „Delete all packets“ option chosen in the context menu (see detailed
description in chapter 5). In the lower-right corner of the main „Packets“ window there is
displayed the current time counter status;
„Δ T [s]“ – time difference between two successive (displayed) messages, the difference time
counts for the current display so the time difference counts only between those items that we
really see in the screen of the „Packets“ window – if you filter only few messages, the time
difference will count only between these selected messages;
„RSSI“ – signal strength of the received message. The value displays in dBm so the values
should be in negative numbers. The higher absolute value, the weaker signal strength (-85 dBm
is stronger signal than -105 dBm). The values get in a particular point a scale of red colour so the
more remarkable red, the weaker signal you get (it requires to pay the attention to it).

Each row in the “Packets” table represents one received message. By clicking on the raw of the
requested message the more detailed information of the selected message is displayed in the lower
“Variables” table.

“Variables” table description

4.2

In the lower “Variables” table of the main screen of the analyzer there are displayed the data from the
individual Variable Data Block of the message data content. The table displays set of variables of the
selected message (of that message which is assigned in the upper table by clicking on its raw).
There are following information displayed in “Variables” table:










„Index“ - variable order number
„Value“ - measured value of the variable (number or text);
3
“Dim” – dimension of the measured value (eg. m , Volt, kWh…);
“Tariff” – number (ID) of tariff (if used, default “0”);
“Storage” – number of storage (if used, default “0”);
“Unit” – unit (device) number (if used, default “0”);
“DIF” – original data content of the DIF or DIFE field in hexadecimal characters;
“VIF” – original data content of the VIF or VIFE field in hexadecimal characters;
“Data” – original content of the “data” field in hexadecimal characters (=value before decoding).

If the “message decoding” function have been disabled (by choosing of „None“ option in the “Config”
menu – see paragraph 3.2), the “Variables” table is empty.

5 Working in „Packets“ Mode
„Packets” mode is the basic analyzer’s working mode. It automatically switches on at the time of the
analyzer launch; it can be switched on manually by clicking on upper toolbar “Packets” fold. In the
Packets mode you can browse all received radio messages („packets“) in the analyzer active window.
The messages are displayed in individual rows of the table item-by-item in the time (in the first row there
is the oldest message and the latest message is always in the last row).
The columns of the table are organized by default in the above mentioned order but their order can be
changed by the mouse drag. The purpose of the individual attributes (columns) of the message is
described in chapter 4. The messages start uploading at the moment of launching the analyzer.
Whenever during the work with the analyzer the uploaded messages can be deleted („reset window“) and
start loading again (see paragraph 5.1).
„Packets“ mode enables saving the current table of received messages in a data file and recall the stored
messages any time in the off-line mode. This functionality enables uploading of the radio traffic sample in
a place of the radio modules installation and then to proceed its analysis back in your office. The sample
of the uploaded radio traffic is also possible to send via e-mail to a specialist who can analyze the radio
traffic off-line. The data file handling in off-line mode is described in paragraph 5.3.
„Packets“ mode uses context menu (right-click menu = pop-up menu that provides shortcuts for things
you might want to do). The context menu contents these items:
 Delete all packets: „Packets“ table reset – see paragraph 5.1
 Add Filter: entering the device ID in the filter – see paragraph 5.2
 Add Encryption Key: entering the encryption key for message decoding – see chapter 7
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Load: loading of the data file for off-line viewing – see paragraph 5.3
Save: saving the current table of received messages in a data file – see paragraph 5.3
Print: printing the table

The „Filter“ button will apply filters on uploaded messages (see paragraph 5.2).

„Packets“ Table Reset

5.1

The messages start loading in the „Packets“ table immediately after the analyzer start-up“. You can empty
the table anytime by clicking on „Delete all packets“ item in the context menu and the messages will
start loading-up automatically from the reset moment. The time value (hh:mm.ss) in the lower-right corner
shows how much time has passed from the analyzer start-up or from the last reset (the time value shows
how long the messages have been loading).

Message Filtering in Packets Table

5.2

Filtering in the „Packets“ table will help you to ease the radio traffic analysis. There are four message
attributes you can use for filtering:





ID – through the filter will get only messages with specified Manufacturer ID in the header
Version – through the filter will get only messages with specified Version in the header
Type – through the filter will get only messages with specified Type in the header
Manufacturer – through the filter will get only messages with specified Manufacturer in the header

You can combine these attributes into one condition that would work as the logical product of both
attributes. If you enter all four attributes you will get messages from the only one unique device.
The filter is multiplex and works as a logical sum (“OR”) of all given conditions. That means you can enter
an arbitrary number of conditions and in the table there will appear (they will get through the filter) such
messages that fulfill at least one of the entered conditions.
Filter Display
Display the table of filter settings by clicking on „Filters“ fold in the upper bar. Each condition is displayed
as one row in the table (see Figure 12). As you can see at the figure there is one active condition already
entered in the table and the form for entering another one is opened.

Figure 12

Filter condition settings in „Filters“ fold

Filter Condition Settings
Add, remove, enable („switch on“) and disable („switch off“) the filter conditions in „Filters“ fold of the
context menu. The context menu offers these functions:






Add Filter
- adding new filter condition
Enable All
- bulk activation of all conditions (bulk ticking of „Active“)
Disable All
- bulk deactivation of all conditions
Delete Selected - removing of the selected condition
Delete All
- bulk removing of all the conditions (emptying the filter)

By choosing the „Add Filter“ item in the context menu open the „Add Filter“ table with four above
described editable fields (see Figure 12). Add the condition by filling in at least one of the fields.
You can ease entering device ID into the filter by copying it directly from „Packets“ table:
 mark the chosen packet by clicking on it in „Packets“ table;
 right-click to call the context menu;
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click on „Add Filter“ and a table will pop-up with the selected device ID copied and filled-in (see
Figure 13);
save the condition into the filter by click on „Add“ (in „Filters“ fold will appear a new row).

Figure 13

RF address entering into the filter by copying it from „Packets“ table

Enable, Disable and Reset Filter Conditions
You can define many various filter conditions during the „Packets“ table analysis and then you can enable
or disable these conditions for your purposes. The newly added condition is always enabled so if you
want it to be disabled, change it by unchecking the „Active“ check-box. It is possible to activate/deactivate
all conditions in bulk by „Enable All“ / „Disable All“ in the context menu.
In case you want to delete only one condition from the „Filters“ table, mark the relevant row by the
double-click and choose „Delete Selected“ option in the context menu. To delete all conditions in bulk
choose „Delete All“ option in the context menu.
Applying Filter for „Packets“ Table Displaying
If you want to apply a filter on the loaded data in the „Packets“ table, click on the „Filter“ check-box in
upper part of the window. Immediately all the active filters in „Filters“ fold will apply on the data in the
table. Every time you change the filter conditions (add/delete conditions, enable/disable conditions), you
have to switch off and on the current filter.

Figure 14

Activating of selected condition and applying the condition for “Packets” table

The time difference in „Δ T [s]“column always corresponds with the time difference between the time of
the packet receipt (Index= n) and the time of the previously received displayed packet (Index = n-1) in the
table. These times will change by the filter applying so that they always correspond with the newly
created table.

Data File Handling

5.3

With this function you can save the updated table of received messages into a file for the later off-line.
Create the file following these instructions:







save the update table of uploaded messages in a file by „Save“ option in the context menu;
„Save“ window will open with standard tools for saving a file (see Figure 15 a);
the file usually stores into the User/Windows Application Support/wmbusan3 - created along
with the analyzer software installation - with the file extension „pkt2. If you don’t want this
location, you can use a „Look in“ tool and choose another folder to save the file in;
choose the file name, preferably it characterizes when and where the messages were recorded;
save the file by „Save“.

In the file there will be saved all the uploaded messages; if there was filter enabled during the message
saving, the filter will be neglected and there will also be saved all the messages that didn’t get through the
set filter.
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You can download the stored table of radio messages in the off-line mode in the „Packet“ window:





download the selected table from the file by choosing „Load“ in the context menu;
„Open“ window will open with usual tools for the file opening (see Figure 15 b);
if the file’s location is somewhere else than in the standard location in User/Windows
Application Support/ wmbusan3, open the file with its real location by „Look in“;
choose the required file and open it by „Open“.

Figure 15

a) Saving data in a file

b) Opening stored data from a file

The stored table of radio messages will load up into the „Packets“ window. Then you can work with the
data in similar way as in the on-line mode (filtering, deleting…).

6 Working in „Radar“ Mode
„Radar“ mode enables to find out which radio modules are deployed in the particular radio network (in the
current reach of the radio signal of the analyzer). Switch the analyzer onto the „radar“ mode by clicking to
the „Radar“ fold (see Figure 16).
In the „Radar“ mode there are displayed data about all the caught radio devices in the reach of the radio
network in the active window. The data are displayed step-by-step in the order in which the analyzer
catches their messages in the radio network. Each sender is identified by its ID-number and Manufacturer
(Vendor) code and appears in one row in the table with following attributes (columns of the table):
Index
- message numerical order in table
ID
- message sender manufacturer ID
Vendor
- message sender manufacturer code
RSSI
- signal strength of the latest received packet – direct receipt
Age
- update time of the latest received message
Immediately after the analyzer launch, the messages start loading up in the „Radar“ table and will remain
there (will not be deleted) even when resetting „Packets“ table. After passing the sufficient time
(depending on the radio traffic) you will get the list of all the active devices in the given place.

Figure 16

Displaying of devices in “Radar” mode

Reset the „Radar“ table by „Delete All“ in the context menu of the „Radar“ fold. After each reset the data
start upload automatically again into the table.
It is possible to print the table by clicking on „Print“ in the context menu.
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7 Working in encryption mode
In case the data content (i.e. all variable data blocks or some part of them) of the Wireless M-BUS
message is encrypted by using of AES-128 coding, there is necessary to enter appropriate encryption key
to the analyzer, otherwise the data will not be decoded.
Encryption keys are stored in Encryption Key Table that can be displayed by clicking to the „Encryption“
fold. Encryption key can be entered or removed to the table by using of the table context menu. The
context menu offers these functions:






Add Key
Delete Selected
Delete All
Load Keys:
Save Keys:

- adding new encryption key to the table
- removing of the selected keys
- bulk removing of all the keys (emptying the table)
- loading the table of keys from the data file
- saving the current table of keys to the data file

By choosing the „Add Key“ item in the context menu open the „Add Encryption Key“ table with four device
ID editable fields and one more editable field for the key (see Figure 17).

Figure 17

“Encryption” table and encryption key entering

Encryption key can be entered directly from the “Packets” table as follows:






mark the encrypted packet by clicking on it in „Packets“ table;
right-click to call the context menu;
click on „Add Encryption Key“ and a table will pop-up with the selected device ID copied and
filled-in (see Figure 18);
enter the key byte-by-byte as 16 hexadecimal characters (see Figure 18);
save the key into the “Encryption” table by click on „Add“ (a new row will appear in „Encryption“
fold).

Figure 18

Entering of encryption key directly from the “Packet” table

By using of “Save Keys” and “Load Keys” options there is a possibility to store whole Encryption Key
Table to the special file and load the data when working with WMB-RFAN next time. The procedure is
analogical to the saving and loading of the table of received messages (see paragraph 5.3).
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8 Additional Information
This user manual describes the operation of the software application Wireless MBUS RFAN 3.x Radio
Network Analyzer Software Tool serving for the Wireless M-BUS radio network analysis. General
description of the Wireless M-BUS system, including the examples of the usage, you can find on the
manufacturer web pages:
http://www.wacosystem.com/en/wireless-mbus-modules/description.html
Information about technical parameters of the modules, ways of installation and possibilities of
configuration you can find in the user manuals for the individual modules.
Feel free to contact the manufacturer to get more information related to the WACO and Wireless M-BUS
system:
SOFTLINK s.r.o., Tomkova 409, 278 01 Kralupy nad Vltavou, Czech Republic
Telephone.: +420 315 707 111, E-mail: sales@softlink.cz, WEB: www.softlink.cz
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